INTERNATIONAL ROSE TRIALS 2018
Pageant of Roses Garden, Whittier, California, USA

Official Results

GOLDEN ROSE of ROSE HILLS 2018
Awarded to the variety with the top points score in the trials

'All My Loving'
(FRyrapure)
Hybridized by Gareth Fryer (UK)
('Silver Anniversary' x 'Stephen's Big Purple')

GIFU PREFECTURE GOVERNOR’S TROPHY
Awarded to the variety judged by the International Judges Panel to be the Most Fragrant in the trials

Variety: 'Violet's Pride' (WEKwibysicpep)
Hybridizer: Christian Bedard - 2017
Introducer: Weeks Roses (USA)

GRANDIFLORA - Gold Medal & Hamilton NZ Gardens Trophy
Awarded to the hybrid tea variety with the highest points score in the trials
Variety: 'Miss Congeniality' (WEKpurmebe)
Hybridizer: Christian Bedard - 2016
Introducer: Weeks Roses

FLORIBUNDA - Gold Medal & Adelaide, Australia Trophy
Awarded to the floribunda variety with the highest points score in the trials
Variety: 'Sparkle & Shine' (WEKpurjupa)
Hybridizer: Christian Bedard - 2015
Introducer: Weeks Roses
Parentage: (Julie Newmar 'x Julia Child')

SHRUB - Gold Medal
Awarded to the shrub variety with the highest points score in the trials
Variety: 'Take It Easy' (WEByooopenko)
Hybridizer: Christian Bedard - 2015
Introducer: Weeks Roses
Parentage: ('Teen Bopper' x 'Double Knock Out')